The Salty Truth About Sodium:
Why New York Needs Menu Warnings
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Diet, Chronic Disease, and COVID-19 Risk
- Unhealthy dietary patterns, characterized in part by high consumption of sodium, are a leading risk factor for mortality due to heart disease and other conditions. High sodium intake accounts for a substantial number of cardiovascular deaths in the United States.¹
- The overconsumption of sodium can lead to hypertension, which is a major risk factor for heart disease and stroke.²
- Having chronic conditions related to diet, including heart disease and high blood pressure, is associated with increased risk of becoming severely ill from COVID-19.⁴
- Heart disease was the leading cause of death from 2000-2018 in New York.⁵
- The projected total cost of chronic disease from 2016-2030 in New York is $2.2 trillion.⁶
- If current trends continue, the projected per person medical and productivity costs of chronic disease in 2030 will be $7,900 per New York resident.⁷

Hypertension Rates in New York State
- Over 4.5 million adults in New York (30%) report being told by a health professional they have hypertension, and 79% of that group reports taking medication to control it.⁸

Sodium in the Diet
- Sodium is a mineral added to foods to enhance flavor, increase shelf life, or improve the texture and appearance of food.
- While some sodium is necessary in the diet, eating higher levels of sodium can increase the risk of hypertension, heart disease and stroke.⁹
- The 2020 Dietary Guidelines for Americans recommend that adults limit their sodium intake to 2,300 mg/day (equal to about 1 teaspoon) to reduce the risk of chronic disease.¹⁰
- However, about 90 percent of people living in the US consume excessive sodium¹¹, with an average daily intake of 3,393 mg of sodium a day (1 ½ teaspoons), nearly one and a half times the recommended limit.¹²
- Dietary sodium reduction is a recommended strategy for prevention and treatment of hypertension and is supported by the American College of Cardiology, American Heart Association, and other leading medical organizations.¹³
- For people with hypertension, a low-sodium diet can reduce systolic blood pressure by 7-10mm Hg, a reduction that is comparable to some medications.¹⁴,¹⁵
- Researchers have estimated that reducing Americans’ daily sodium intake by about a third (1,200 mg) would prevent between 44,000 and 92,000 deaths per year from stroke, heart attack, and other causes.¹⁶
- Even a smaller reduction in sodium of just under 10 percent (350 mg per day) could prevent about 1 million strokes and heart attacks, adding more than 1.3 million years to American’s lives.¹⁷
The Salty Truth About Chain Restaurant Foods

- The average sodium content of a default combination meal at a chain restaurant in the US is 2,110 milligrams, a value that aggressively approaches the daily limit for sodium (2,300mg/day).¹⁸
- The leading sources of sodium in the American diet, accounting for 71% of overall sodium intake, are from restaurants, prepackaged, and processed foods (as opposed to sodium inherent to a food or added during cooking or at the table).¹⁹
- The top food type contributing sodium to our diet is sandwiches—including burgers, chicken sandwiches, hotdogs, breakfast sandwiches, sandwiches made with deli meats, and burritos/tacos.²⁰
- Restaurant foods have more sodium per calorie compared to food obtained from stores.²¹
- The sodium content in similar menu items at different restaurant chains varies significantly, making it impossible for consumers to know how much sodium they are ordering.²²
  For example, a small French fry at Arby’s contains 940mg (41%DV) of sodium²³, where a small French fry at McDonald’s contains 180mg (8% DV).²⁴

Warning Icons on Restaurant Menus Show Promise for Reducing Sodium Consumption

- Sodium warning icons can increase consumers’ knowledge of sodium content and lead to lower-sodium food purchases.²⁵
- Requiring restaurants to tell customers what is in their food can motivate them to make foods healthier. When restaurants in King County, Washington were first required to publish the amount of sodium in their menu items, they changed their recipes, leading to overall reductions in sodium in menu items at sit-down restaurants (but not quick-service restaurants).²⁶ Further reformulation may be seen with more prominent posting of sodium content through warning icons.
- Warning icons provide a pictorial element that makes them accessible to low literacy and non-English speaking consumers, providing more equitable access to information.²⁷

To learn more about the science behind nutrient warnings, check out CSPI’s Nutrient Warnings Factsheet at:
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Senate bill S2532A/A8860A, sponsored by New York State Senator Gustavo Rivera and Assemblymember Karines Reyes, would require warning icons on chain restaurant menus for items that exceed an entire day’s worth of sodium (2,300mg).

For more information, please contact the Center for Science in the Public Interest at policy@cspinet.org.
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